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In collaboration with acclaimed Polish artist Konrad Smoleński, and Michel Libera, West Den Haag
proudly presents The End of Radio, Judge, and Fly by Smoleński in Split. An exhibition that follows the
tradition of musicians’ splits on vinyl and cassette tapes.
Smoleński eloquently works in visual and performance fields from photography to installation, video to
happening, and sound to sculpture; often collaborating with other visual artists and musicians. In 2013, he
represented Poland at the Venice Biennale with the monumental installation Everything Was Forever, Until It
Was No More (2013). Two huge church bells were the starting point. Two walls of loudspeakers and sonorous
objects made of metal sheets completed the work. In intervals, the installation created a visual and aural
experience where delay and modification of the initial sound of the bells played a symphony.
Making the ‘split’ the focal point of the exhibition, Smoleński’s works are faced with their own Side B –recordings
by American audio artist Gregory Whitehead, Basque noise artist mattin, and English trance-medium Jack Sutton.
Together Smoleński’s works create a landscape of death and electricity, and all their reversals that the sonic
level reveals.
As sociologist and music critic Michel Libera says about the works in Split, ‘I always feel I come too late for
Konrad Smoleński's sculptures. Something always already had happened and what had been there to see is no
longer there. Irreversibly. Perhaps this is because they so often act ‘the reverse’. The skulls with speakers in eye
sockets. The microphones made for emitting sounds rather than catching them. The gagged Judge, in place of
the sentencing one. In line with the scale and the enumeration and the noise of Smoleński’s sculptures, their
reverse logic makes them an aftermath in a structural and not only metaphoric sense. To paraphrase Morton
Feldman – his sculptures are not merely to be watched by us. More than that – they are not even watching us.
They have watched something that we had missed’.
The B-side of the Split, art pieces and music has been left behind, replaced by recordings that are obscure,
strong, and dead. These recordings are paired together to filter out and amplify some of the morbid frequencies
in Smoleński's art.
The End of Radio is an installation of two hundred microphones, which emit field recordings of the street. Its Bside is As We Know, a live-to-radio chant by Gregory Whitehead utilizing infamous words of Donald Rumsfeld.
Whereas Judge, a sculptural work made of bust made with weak materials held together by burnt tape, is paired
with found footage of a medium contacting a dead airman by Jack Sutton from the Occult Voices series. The final
coupling is found in Fly, and Tinnitus by mattin. As an audio installation Fly is made of a skull with speakers for
eyes, whereas Tinnitus is one in a series of ten unreasoned aftermaths coming from nowhere and devastating
our ears.
A new publication by Michel Libera will include a music cassette, where side A is determined by Smoleński’s
works, side B audio works selected by Michel Libera.
The exhibition Split is the prelude to Volkspaleis 2014, for which Smoleński will create a new monumental
specific installation in a theatre at the sea in Den Haag. More info: www.volkspaleis.org
-Konrad Smoleński (1977) lives and works in Warsaw, and Biel, Switzerland, and has shown internationally
including recently at the Polish Pavilion, 55th Biennale di Venezia, Italy; Manifesta 9, Genk; Palais de Tokyo,
Paris; Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw; Museum MARTa Herford; Leto Gallery, Warsaw; The Institute of
Contemporary Arts, London; and Performa 13, New York.
Michel Libera (1979) lives and works in Warsaw, is a sociologist, freelance music producer and curator, writer.
His regular collaborators incl. Bolt Records, National Art Gallery Zachęta, Warsaw; CCA Ujazdowskislottet,
National Museum of Poland, Warsaw; Architecture Biennale 2012, Venice; and Komuna, Warsaw
We are pleased to invite you to the opening reception of the exhibition on Saturday 6 September at 7 pm
Thanks to Galeria Arsenał, Lubiński Collection en Leto Gallery, who help to make the exhibition possible.
For press photos and more information, you can contact MJ Sondeijker: marie-jose@westdenhaag.nl
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